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DYNAMICALLY OPTIMAL ADOPTION OF FARMING PRACTICES WHICH 
. DEGRADE OR RENEW THE LAND 

Abstract 

Many farmlng decisions are choices among discrete practices. Thisls particularly true for decisions 
that d~rad(:J or renew the landover time. Most models of soil erosion. aciditY. or salinity, however, 
try to approximate discrete choices by astatic medal or by.a dynamio model with continuous oontrol. 
This stuc,jy constructs a dynamic model for the optimal adoption Of discrete practices. The model .. is 
an extension of free-time .optimal control. .Each discrete practice has its ownoptlrnalcontrol problem 
and these control problems are linked over time to study optimal switching ~ong practices. Land 
is often considered anexhaustibleresourCE:l. but several practices renew rather than degrade the 
land. It is found that an optimal time path typically has an Initial phase of degradation followed by a 
steady-state rotation betwaen degrading and renewing practices~ The initial phase could baone of 
renewal and the final phase one of abandoning or selling the land. The renewal orsoit acidity, 
salinityand,parhaps,srosion makes agricuhure sustainable into lheindeftnite future and shifts the 
foousof public polic:yfrom eonserving an exhaustible land resource toatta,lnlng the optimaJsteady
state. It also shown that, a discrete but statio model ora dynamic but continuous model .has no 
optimality properties what~er. Thls.is unfortunate because the dynamic discrme-choice r' odel is 
more difficult to solve. A few special cases maybe easily solved but thageneral model requires 
large-scale mathematical programming with special gradient calculations. 



DYNAMICALLY OPTIMAL ADOPTION OF FARMING PRACnCES WHICH 
DEGRADE OR RENEW THE LAND 

Land degradation and renewal are dynamic processes, controlled by the adoption of f~nning 

practices. Should a farmer plant an erosive but profitable crop?;.-adoptconservation tillage?--plant a 

nitrogen-fixing legume? .. -rotate crops for weed and, disease corttrol?--establish trees?~install contour 

banks?-{)c just .sell the farm?i:-armingpractices can bemanaged,atgreafer or lesser intensity but, 

fundamentally, lUey are discretealleO'latives. 

In 1942, Bunce proposed a dynamic model for the adoption of Soil..cGllSCrvingpractices. With 

the exception of Walker (1982; see also Walker and Young. 1986}and Mbanowski (1984), more recent 

autbors either do not include the dynamics or assume that discrete :practicescanbeappro~hnated by a 

continuous control variable. 

For example, many empirical studies. too many to list; are an extension of traditional fann

planning. Usually,a large number of practices arC included in a st!tic .lUodel wllichis solVed by linear 

programming~ .Buttoignore the dynamics is to ignore the cost of degrading future productivity. A 

practice maybe profitable now but unprofitable over the long term. The static solution may not be 

optimal. 

Other ~mpidcalana some strictly theoretical studies (~mpJesare Bun, 1981; and McConnell, 

),983) are based on the weU-devetoped literature innatundresource economics. Continuo'JS rontrolof 

degradation is assumed and medium-sjzed problems aresometirncs solved by either dynamic 

programming Or mathematical programming. No hann is done if continuous control is simply a 

convenient approximation. Unfortunately, it is not. As will be shown. discrete practices may be adopted 

in ways that continuous control cannot model. 

This study adds to the literature by constructing and applying a dynamiC model for the optimal 

adoption of discrete farming practices. The model is an extension of free-time optimaI-contfol and is 

anal~) not in realtime, but. in what might beca1ted artilic.ial time. In real time, a switch frOm one 

practice to .an.other ~rs instantaneously. But in artificial time, a switch happens in ~slow-motion". This 
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makes the model almost as simple to anaJyzeas an ordinary control model and solvable by dynamic 

programming or mathematicalprogramming. 

Speeding back up to real time, an optimal time .. path has an initial degradation phase and a final 

steady-state ph8$e. puring the initial phase, degradation. declines as practices Which degrade less and less 

are adopted in succession. Duringtllefinal phase, degradation is balanced by ten~l as practices which 

degrade and fencware rotated. The .initf:1lphasemightbe absent or could be one of renewal rather than 

degradation. The final phase could be one of nbandoningratber than sustaining the land. 

The models of Walker (1982) and of Miranowski (1984) initially degrade and then abandon the 

tand.Models of crop rotations have onIya steadY-State of sustained (arming (El .. Nazer and McCarl, 1986; 

Lazarus .and Swanson, 1983). In .related literature, forests., machinery and livestock Bre managed by 

rotations of di$crete alternatives (Clark 1976;Pemn, 1972; Karp .et aI., 1986; Chavaset al., 1985). .As will 

be shown, these and otber special cases are relatively easy to solve. Thegcntral model, however, is not so 

easy. It can be large. It is highly nonlinear and requires unusual gradients to optimize for discrete 

practices. Therefore it wise to underStand the theory of 'optimal adoption andexru.ninespecialcases 

before attempting to solve smore general problem. 

The mOdel for the dynamically optimal adoption of discrete farming practices is formulated in 

the .nextsection. A. discllssion of the theory follows. Then tbemodelis applied to three important types 

ofland degradation: erosion, acidity and salinity. In the applications, land is degraded by erosion and 

lhenabandoned, degradt:d by acidity and sustained in asteadyostate and renewed from a saline slate and 

SuStained. 

DynamlcDlscrote-CholceModel 

If a fanner had only one farming practice available butcoutd operate that practice at any 

intensity, the value urthe farm would be maximized by solving an ordinary control problem with 

continuous control. 

1) JO(Xt ) = Max J:lc.$(t.;to)!Io(Xt,7.()dt + e-6(lt-tolJl(Xt ) 
o 0 ·1 

subjectlO: 

Xt = go(Xt,1.(); and 
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The value orthef~nn~ J~ would depend upon the ~tock of the land resource, X, at initial time.to. It would 

equallhenet present value. of annual profif.S, nO, where the subsCript; 0. is lQ be explained later. Thenet 

.present value is maximized by choosing continuous control variable, ~, over the fanner's working life 

unm retirement at time tl- Then the farm might be sold for price J1 which depends. on. theremainin$land 

resource. The discounted sale priteadds tn lheinitial value of the farm. The ntaxinUzationis dynamic 

because the choice of interu,tty c::aIlSpeed degradation or renewal ofthe land at rate go. 

The farmer may not only.choose how .intensely to rarmbut also when to retire from farming. 

Thetewould be two very differentallernativesto consider: continue farming a~ beroreor sell out. 

Problem (1) (or maximizing lhevalue or the farm becomes a free-time c::ontfOlproblem. ThiS is lhe 

simplestpos$ible discrete..choice model. 

Now suppose the farmer C()uldadopt a second (arming practice .3t time h.Retirementwould be 

atbird alternative at time tz.Thefarm'svatueat llwoulcl be the ltlaximizednetpresentvaluefromthe 

second farming practice plus the discounted sale price. 

2) J1(XI ) .. Max J:e.6(t.tt> ~1(Xt,zI)dt + e·6(tz-t1h2(X1 ) 
112 

subject 10: 

• 

Where the fustpractice bad annual profit no and cbanged the land resource at rate go. 

depending on. intensity .Z(hthesccondpracticehas profit Ulalld rate .g1 depending on Zl.'I11e subscripts 0 

and 1 denote the. practices adopted at times to and II. The twOpracti~.are linked because the final stock 

of.theresource ftom the. first practice is the initial stockfortfie second. 

In general, there could be n different Janning practices, each with a different profit function and 

ratcof change::. There would ben successive control problems. JOt Jl.through In-1, linked together. 

Substitute these.n control problems into Problem (1). 

3) Jo(Xt ) '" r Maxt~O(t.tO> Ui(X,.tI)dl + c·o(V1olJn(Xt ) .. 
o "( i n 

subject to: 



,Xt given. 
o 

Problem (3) is the discrete choice model in real time. Practices are listed in the order in which 

they will be .adoptcd. Real tim~ starts and stopS for the flrSt practice at to ant! t h for the second practice fit 

hand t2,and soon until real time starts .and. stops fOf the nth practice at tn-land tn_ Ho'wever.the order of 

the practices may not be known aprian and the sudden starting and stopping Dlo.:"es analysis intractible. 

These difficulties can be overcome by transforming the problem into artificial time which runs 

continuously and doesn't require ordering of the practices. Robson (1981) and Seierstad (1984) introduce 

artifical time to derive sufficient conditions for a free-time control.problem. Kamien and Schwartz. (1981, 

p 226)distusS artificial time for diScrete jumps in the state variable. Problem (3) is more elaborate than 

the$c models butsUlt can be transformed. Let s denote artificial time running from 0 to T. As artificial 

time runs, the farmer chooses whether or not. real time also runs. 

dt/ds == t tPJ. 

The {l variables control teal time. Choosing a 'I to be positive means the ithpractice has been adopted 
.. 

and the real-time clock is running. The ¢'s cannot be negative and make tbe clock run backwards norean 

they collectively exceed unity and make the ctackOin faster than artificial time. The clock will run at the 

same rate as artificial time until none of the farming prdcticcs areasprotitable as selling out. Then the 

clcx;k Will stop. 

Only when the dock is running can .profitsbe earoedand the. land resource changed. In 

artificial time. profits and the rate of change .for the jib pl1lctice become t$iniand~igi. Transform Problem 

(3) into artificial time. 

4) Jo(Xo,to) = ~f; e-·(I.'IOl~4>lnl(x..zO ds + e-G(t .. tolJn(XT) 

SUbject to: 

dX/ds=~~igi(X&~i); 

dtld$= L (Pi; 
t 

O':S t$i; t=O, .•• ;n-l; 

, 
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Xoand to given. 

In PrQblem (3) thet~· 'Wefe nindepcndent.practice5, each. with a distinct maximization in the obJettiveand 

a ~Ustinct equation .Qf motionfQrchttnging the land .. resource.~use the clockCQuld run foronty one 

practice at a time. there Wll$·nO way of evaluating whicb of the practice3 might be mostprotitable. 'The 

critical distinction of Problem (4) 'is a single maximization subject to only one equation Ofm()tioIl, for the 

landresoUJ'te. .Artitidal ti."l1e .ruJlS the sante rorall practices which are evaluated simultaneously. The reat 

clock runs only for Ulatpractlce with a " of one. 

Miranowski (l984)andJ .. ,azarus and Swanson (1983) developed m04els with fixe4 UmehorizOns 

and with colltrolvariablCs, nOt foradopUon timcs, but tor the acreages devoted to eacb practice. A; also 

coUld beinterprtted as an acre of land if the U's were profits per acre and.collecU'lely, ti\e ,p'$ always 

summed lounity. Then the elockcouldn'tstop. Elapseddme,t,.:to. WQuld .always equal artificial time, s. 

and thecqlUlUon otmotionrelating real.to artificial timew<;>uld beunncces.sary. Othe~, a ,ptnustbe 

interpreted as atirne variable, Depending on the choice of ;~ elap~. time may ·be less than· artificial time 

and discounting oC Ute future maybe effected. 

Optimal Adoption 

.M~mizing the value of the farm. in Problem (4) 1s similar to solving au.ordinary control 

problem. Instead ofmaxhnizingthe value directly, a HarnUtonlancan be maximized roreach time period. 

A Hamiltonian is a dynamic profit function. It isfonned by .St,lbtracting totaluser-c:osts from annual 

ptofit.Tott!l user"COst ()f thetand TCSQurteequals the implicit price of the resouttemultiptied by tbe 

quantity used. The implicltprlceis a costate variable and the quantity used .isthe right~bandside oHne 

equation of motion. Total user.costofreal time isanatagous. Finally, the HamiltQnisn must be 

augmented (or contraints011 tbe times of adoption. 

). and ..p are.costate 'variables fOf the implicit prices of the land resource and of time. p. and v are 

Lagrange multipliers for the inequality constraints. Because .annualprofits are discounted, the 

Hamiltonian, costate variables and multipliers are 4enomlnated in dollars at time ~. 

In addition,eachpracticcbasits own dynamic profit. 
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1b~, theoveraU HamUtonian ts a combination of dynamic profits from the individual pnictices. 

augmented for time constraints. 

The Hamiltonian is .to bemaximizcdfor intensities, 1., and adoptioudmes.;t Jt is not possible, 

however. to maxiInizefor intensities by simply differentiating equation (6) with respect to the z's and 

setting the: derlvativC$.to zero. The deri1fdtivesmayalready be zero beCause thet/l's may be zero. It would 

then be impossible to know which practice was the most profitable and .should be adopted. Instead, the 

~ptimalitytonditionsrot the ~ts must maximize dynamicptofit for .eachpractite in equation (5). The 

optimality conditions fur the ,'sand for tbe state variables X andt, on the Olherhand, arededved by 

differentiating equation (6). 

7a) 8J;.Jileli =;0 ==e .... o(t'.tO>aUi/8il + Asogi1azj; i=Ot ••• ,n .. l; 

7b) aHsf8qSr= 0= Hl+,ps + Pi "'YSt i=O, ... ,n,.l; 

7c) ",8Hsf8Xs =: .. ~qSiaHil8Xs ::# dA/ds= -E~i£~-S(t,rtO>anilaXs + >'sogiI8Xs1; 
l t 

7d) .. 8Hsl8ts ="t~ioHilot5;:: dy,Jds::; SttPiC-O(t,.lo)ni; 

7e) XT == e-S(tn"tO>aJn/8X'f, 

70 h' =: Se-6(tn .. to>Jn• 

Optimality conditions also include the equations of moUonand initial conditiol1$ i.n .Problem 

.(4) plus complementarity slackness conditions for the time constraints. 

How profitable is each. practice? COndition (7a) maximizes each dynamic profit with respect to 

its intensity, .1., by equating annual marginal profit lomarginal uscr·cost. Deriving this condition from 

equation (5) and not (6) hasapracUcal.implication. Mathematical programming cannot simultaneously 
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maximize tbe 'profits from each discrctepractice and choose among those practices without special 

gradientcalculadons. 

Sbould thetand be farmed otsold? Condition (7b) compares each dynamic profit, maximized 

(orintenshy. to tbecostatewuiable (Qr time. The ~tate 'is interpreted as the. change in thefann'svalue 

dU.e toiliepa$Sage Qf time and, after lntegrating conditions (7d) and (7t), equals the negative of the 

interest rate: multiplied by the value oethe farm., 

% '" -51 reG(¥tO>~~lnl dr .., c-&(V'olJn). 

ThU$,condition (7b},compares. dynamic profits to t.he opportunity cost of inte.rest foregone by investing 

on tbe-farm rather thanoff~ If none of the practices meet, the oppartunitycost, the p mUltipliers must be 

positive and, by complementary slac..'<ness .in condition (7g), 1I1e 9's must equaltero. None of the 

practices should be adopted and the fann sbouldbesold. ICanypractiteis to be adopted, :ttsmultiplier~ 

p.., must be zero audits dynan,icpWfit ftomprOductionmustmeet. or ~.thcopportunilyCOSto{ 

investment. 

Wbidl pl'actice Should be adopted? Any tWO of the nprocticescanoocomparedby combining 

equationsf,rom (1b). 

8) 0 == HJ-Hk + PJ "Pk; j=1" .• ,n .. l; k=O ..... ,j. .. l. 

lfpracticekis not as profitable a practice jt its mulUpUcr.p, must be ,positive and, by 

complementary slackness, .it cannot be :adOpted. If practice j .isto be adopted 'it must be at least. as 

.pro.fitable as every other practice. 

Aprllcticemay not be me most profitable-now, but will it be in the future? pynamic 

profitabUhy can change over time for two rC$ons. First, degradation or renewal changes the land 

resource. Second, discounting decrcase$ theV'cllueof' (ulureprofits denominated in dollars at time to. 

DisoountingappUes equaUytoallpractices and. can be .elimi'natedby denominating in dollars at lime t,. 

Then dynamic profitabUity cbange5 only because of degradation or renewal. 
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Irtbefann· is to 00 sold .nnd none ortbe practi~ adopt¢d. dynamic profitability can nQ longer change 851d 

the right';hand side of this equation is zero. If practiCe j is currenUybeing U$edt dynamic protitabiUtymust 

change to match the interest. expense on the total USCf-co$t Qfthe land resource. 

The COState on the right;.hand~ideis the change in. the value of the .farm pel' .unit change in the 

.1andresourcc, Total user-cosl; thcCQState times the amount used of tilt} resource., is the total change in 

the value ohbe .!arm from using tat her thanscUing it. Multiplying by the interest rate gives the change in 

theopp<>nunitycost of Investment. Therefore in equation (9), dynamic profit must change tomotch the 

ehangingopportllnity COSt. If the land is degraded with gj negative, dynamic profit ofpr-cth:e j will 

decUn~ in Figure 1 along _he path labeled Hj> Usually,profit will fall ntorerapidty over time as the 

inctea.~jngly scarce landresource»ccomes more .costly to use. 

Beca-use practice lc is not currently used, its dynamic profit will be shifted as practice j degrades 

or rencvvs thq. land 

The first term in square brackets is lbechange that would occur ifpracticekwasadopted. The second two 

terms sitiflthoprofitbecause practice J is used instead. Tho more the dynamiC profitability of praclicek is 

affected by a change in the land resource, tbe greater the d~Jl1age and thegreatet the magnitude of the 

shUt. 

Practicek; may be less degrading but initially less pr()fitab~e. As the land resource becomes 

mote costly to US<; practice k might become retatively more profitable along path :fIk in Figure 1 and be 

adopted at time tk' Profit of prclctice k would decline even more slowly if it were not being shifted down 

by .practice j. An exampteofn practice evoh ing .&Jong path. Hk is conservation .tillage following 

conventionaltmage. 

The dynamic .profit. of 8. third practice, practice i.. might follow path Hl~ Initially. practice l is 

not only less profitable but more degrading, In an equation analogous to (10). however. that profitability 

may d«linc slowly i( It is not damaged. by a change in tbe land resource. Eventually. practice J,(.()uld be 

adopted. This result is more than acuri<>sity.One example is a drought .. re...,istant cropsucb as beans, peas 
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or ·saft1ower. wb!chVt"Ou.ld leave nttle residue ontbc surface for erosion. control but wiU Witb$tand the 

red1,lC«t water .. ho.lding capacity of ooil after years of erosion. Another exalnpte is a salt-tolerant crop such 

as. b~uley or salt b\!Sh, which WQuldtranspire lessntoisture than other crops and contribute toa .bigher 

watcr table.if' itwcre 'U$Cd cady on but wiUwithstand the salts after yearS ohalinization by other practices. 

or course,a practice that 

1S easlly darnagcdby de!~daUont 

UkepracUce m along path Hm in 

Figuret. may never be adopted. A 

.practice will co.nvctge toward 

adoptioni! its profit declines more 

sluwly than that of the currently 

usedpractice .. -if equation flO) 

Subtracted from equation (9) is less 

than~ro. 

nynam1c 
Profit 

Figure t. Degradation and Optimal Adoption. 

In Figure 1, equation. (11) is less than zero as practice k converges toward adoption After the switch at 

time tic. asbnilar equation could be derived to .compare the newly adopted practice k with the old practice 

j .. This equation •. however, would be the negative of equation (11). Because equation en) remains less 

tban ZCfoaf\er the switch. practice j becomes increasinglyunproutable anti will never be used again. 

Subsequently. practice k is replaccdbypractice .e and eventually the farm is either sold or abandoned. 

Smooth convergence toward adoption depends upon the good behavior of the costate. The 

cOstate is interpreted as the impUcitprice of the land rcsource or the change in the farm's value due to a 

cbange in tbe .csourcc. After integrating conditions (7c) and (7e). it equals the net present value of 

dnmageto theCuture caused by a current change. 

12) 

DynsmlcMoption ofl.B.nd Oegradlng or ReneWing Practices 
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Damage to the Cuture takes two forms: lower annual profits and faster tates of degradation. The .smaller 

tl\C! t!lnd resQurce. the smaller the annual profits and. perhaps, the faster lhernte of degradation. The 

effect ofarastCf ratc of degradation. is similar to discounting the future more heavily_ 

Like dynamic profit. the costate can change because of degradation and diScounting. But 

denontinated in- t,~~llars aubne t, the,CQstntechangcs only because of degradation. 

lfboth annual profits and the rate of degradation were Uneal' in the land resource and independent of 

which practice might be adopted, and if the time horizon were infinite, then the integration of equation 

(12) would simplify in tbe limit to themnrginal annual profil divided by n dis- ount factor equal to tbe rate 

of interest minus the marginal rate of degradation. Substituting into equation (13), the .change in the 

costate would be zero and the value of the land resource would be constant over time, But if annual 

protns are concave anet ; .... vi ~ing in the land resource or the rate of dcgrad!ilion is convex and. decreasing, 

da1llage intensifies as iJegradation proceeds. The costate will be large in equation (12) and increase over 

time in equation (13). As tne land resource becomes scarce and .its value increascs,altemative practices 

will converge toward adoption .in Figure 1. 

Renewal of the landis discussedonty briefly !n the literature but examples abound, Cover 

crops, fallowing and deep ripping can renew organic matter and soil tilth. Legumes replace lost nitrogen. 

SnlaU grains can aiiow better weed and pest control. Periodic liming ameliorates acidity_ Trees and 

drainage can restore salt land. 

If practice j renews instead of degrades the land, with gj positive, it will re.ceive total user· 

bencfitsfrom renewal rather than pay total U!iCr-cost" Dynamic profit will rise in .Figurc 2 along path Hj' 

but d.c:e morc slowly over time as .it becomes less beneficial to renew nn increasingly abundant resource. 

In.itially, practice k may be less renewing and also Jess profitable because it receives fewer total user

benefits. As thebcnefitso! renewdl d Hne, practice k could become relatively profitable along path Hk 

and be adopted at time tk. 
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In the literature; crop 

rotations are invariably at a steady .. 

state. SoilerosioD, acidification 

andsalitW-ation will have a lengthy 

phase of either degradation Or 

renewal. .But this. phase may 

Time eventually be foUowed by a steady .. 

Figure 2. Rene,raland Optimal Adoption. 
state rotation if both degrading 

and renewing practices are 

available. 

In Figure 3, practice j degrades ;;lnd practice krenews the land. Practice jt with 8j negative,. pays 

total-user costs for its degraQation. PracticeJc, with 8k positive, receives total ~r-benefits. As the land 

resource becomes scarce and .its vaJue increases in equation (13)~ the costs to practice j and the benefits to 

practicek increase. Practicek becomes relatively more profitable in equation (11) and is adopted at time 

tk- But inUlis instance, the dynamicproflt of practice j doesn't continue to dcclhle. As the land is 

renewed by practice.k its value falls. The total user.costs tQ practice j and the total user .. benefits to 

practicek faU. Practice j becomes relatively mQreprofitableand will be adopted .again. Then practice. j 

will degrade the land making practice k more profitable in rotation. 

The proportion of the 

time each practice will be used in 

rotation can be solved from .the 

equation of motion for the Jand 

resource .in .the steady-state. 

tf>J= gkl(gj + g0; 

tf>k = gy(gj + sic>· 
.Jf degradation is rapid and .renewal 

Dynamic 
Profit 

is slow, th{;'!degrading practice, Figure S. Degradation, Renewal and 
practicej,wiU be used very little oc Optimal Rotation. 

Time 

the time. Only two practices will be rotated if the land resource is described by a Single equation .of 



motion. More complex rotations require two or more equations of motion describing; for example. soU 

depth.acidityJ salinity, nutrients, pests or diseases. 

Finally, how well can either a static but discrete or a.dynamic but continuoUS mOdel 

.approximatetheadoption of discrete practices? More teebnicaUy, in Problem (4) can the equation of' 

motion be eliminated to make themod¢l static or call one function.interpolate between thetnany annual 

profitfunctiortsand another function interpolate between the rates of degradatianto make the model 

continuous? Figure 4 shows theann~l profits at time to of.fo'Ul': practi<:essortedbyincreasing rates of 

degradation.. As an approximation, a smoo.thfrontier i~ fit and passes through the annual profits far 

proctires j and m.Practice 1. is less profitable and more degrading than practice jandisellminated from 

the approximation. Practicek is more profitable than practice m but mustbeelitninated to mainttdn 

concavity oithe frontier (unction. 

Annualj 
Prbfit • 

The staticmooel will 

choose practice j.Thismay or may 

nOl be correct. There is no 

guarantee that a tess degrading 

practice paying lower lOtal user .. 

costs won't have ahighcr dynamic 

profitabiUty~ The continuous 

Rate of contfolmooelwiU choose a 
Deat'adation, 

Figure 4 .. Annual Profits Sorted by 
Increasing Rates of Degradation. 

combination of practices Jand m 

and decrease the rate of 

degradation. over til11eby llSing more ofpracticem. Unfortunately, the optimal order of adoption could 

be the same as in Figure 1: practice j followed by practice k an.dfinally practice 1. Practice m may never 

be used. The continuous model cannot includcpractice it which seemed unpromising at time to but 

proVed lobe little damaged by degradation. This shortcoming of the continuous model might be 

overcome byassunting aU practices are equally damaged. But tbecontinuous mculel must also exclude 

practicek to maintain concavity of the frontier function. Practice k will usually be adopted before either 

practice ~~ or m. To answer .the question, either a. static model or a continuous controlmooel is no 

approximation atall. 
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Conclusions 

Practices to .manage the Jan4 are ~iscrete .and linked overtime by the degradation Of renewal 

they cause. The difficulties ofrnodeUing b:<Jth dynamic 8rtddiscrete practices haVe {orced most authors to 

assume away either tbe dynamics or thed.lscreteness. lnthis study, a model oCme dynamically optimal 

adoption androtatfon of discrete prncticesistonstructedand applied. EiUlcr a static model. or a dynamic 

but continuous model will select the optimal practice only by haJlpenstance. Neither model can guarantee 

optimality. 

An ·initialphase of degradation orrcnew;dshould often be !ollowed by a steady-state rotation of 

degrading and renewing practices. son erosiollseldom may be renewable but acidity and salinity usually 

will be~ The possibility of a steady-state has received little attention in the literature but has profound 

implications for public policy. Policy would no longer be concem.ed with conserving an exhaustible land 

{e,sourceto (or~tall eventual starvation. Instead, policy wOllld be ccncerned with the much less urgent 

task oC achieving the optimal steady-state fora sustainable agriculture. 

Finally, farm d~ions other than land management require a dynamic discrete-choice model. 

An optimal decision must tlotonly equate the marginal conditions for a given.ptoduction function but 

cbooseamong production functions and the choice fitay affect the .future. Models of machinery and 

livcstock investment will differ .from models of land .management in their equations of motion. But the 

method of analysis developed .bere, linJdngfree-time control problems and translating to .artificialtime, 

should apply equally well to other models. 
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